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		Conquer SharePoint 2013—from the inside out!

	
		You’re beyond the basics, so dive right into SharePoint 2013—and really put your business collaboration platform to work! This supremely organized reference packs hundreds of timesaving solutions, troubleshooting techniques, and workarounds. It’s all muscle and no fluff. Discover how the experts facilitate information sharing across the enterprise—and challenge yourself to new levels of mastery.

		
			Efficiently manage documents throughout the enterprise
	
			Build team sites and collaborate with Microsoft OneNote and SkyDrive
	
			Design workflows with SharePoint Designer and Microsoft Visio
	
			Produce e-forms using Microsoft InfoPath and Access
	
			Manage community sites using business social features
	
			Connect SharePoint to external data and business systems
	
			Create business intelligence dashboards and key performance indicators
	
			Customize and control Sharepoint enterprise search
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Computational and Manufacturing Strategies: Experimental Expressions of Wood Capabilities (SpringerBriefs in Architectural Design and Technology)Springer, 2018

	
		This book highlights computationally enabled and digitally fabricated strategies used in the design of a series of full-size wooden structures. It introduces theoretical foundations and then focuses on the possibilities that have emerged as a result of the material-aware processes. The case studies expound wood as one of the most...
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Database System ConceptsMcGraw-Hill, 2005

	Database System Concepts, 5/e, is intended for a first course in databases at the junior or senior undergraduate, or first-year graduate, level. In addition to basic material for a first course, the text contains advanced material that can be used for course supplements, or as introductory material for an advanced course.
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Beginning OpenGL Game Programming, Second EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	Are you a beginning programmer just getting started in 3D graphics programming? If you?re comfortable programming in C++ and have a basic understanding of 3D math concepts, "Beginning OpenGL Game Programming, Second Edition" will get you started programming 3D graphics for games using the OpenGL API. Revised to work with the latest...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Managing Your MoneyAlpha, 1998
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Managing Your Money shows  that any numbskull can master personal finance. In this second  edition, a father-and-daughter writing team, Robert K. Heady and  Christy Heady, give readers the best advice culled from their many  years of experience in consumer rights and money management. The  Headys believe that...
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Das kleine Buch der Zahlen: Vom Abzählen bis zur Kryptographie (German Edition)Springer, 2012

	Seit Jahrhunderten sind Menschen fasziniert von Zahlen. Zahlen sind jedem vertraut und bilden ein wesentliches Fundament für unser Verständnis der Welt. Und doch ist uns das Zahlensystem nicht „einfach so“ gegeben, sondern es hat sich über Jahrtausende entwickelt. Trotz aller Fortschritte kann auch heute noch jedes...
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Cyberspace Security and Defense: Research Issues: Proceedings of the NATO Advanced Research Workshop on Cyberspace Security and DefenseSpringer, 2005
Cyberspace security is a critical subject of our times.
On the one hand the development of Internet, mobile communications, distributed computing, computer software and databases storing essential enterprise information has helped to conduct business and personal communication between individual people. On the other hand it has created many...
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